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Kimball et al.: Brief Notices

brief notices
journals of george Q cannon volume 1I to california in 49 edited by
michael N landon deseret book and
the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1999

the

As california gold miner missionary

to hawaii apostle european mission
president personal secretary to brigham
young editor of the deseret news utahs
delegate to congress and counselor to
four church presidents george Q cannon occupied an unparalleled position
from which to view the historical events
of nineteenth century mormonism by
keeping a personal journal in which he
recorded his daily events from 1849 to
igol with only occasional lapses can1901
non produced a first person account that
according to richard E turley jr should
be considered one of the best extant
records of latter day saint history during
the second half odthe
of the nineteenth century
ofthe
xiv long unavailable to researchers and
church members cannons journals are
being published by deseret book in conjunction with the historical department
of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints
As the first volume in the series the
george Q cannon this book
journals of
ofgeorge
provides a verbatim reproduction of
cannon s journal during his overland
trip to california in 1849 cannon traveled
to california as part of a group of men
who were called by church leaders to
mine for gold spanning from october 6
to december 9 the journal includes
cannons trip through central and southern utah an account of an ill conceived
shortcut that took the travelers from the
main trail and proved nearly disastrous
and cannons description of his travel
along the spanish trail to california editor michael N landon a historian and
archivist at the LDS historical depart-

ment has ably provided historical context
for each of the major portions of cannons trip landon has also painstakingly culled material from the journals
of cannons contemporaries to briefly
describe his activities between december
1849 and september 1850 a period of
nearly ten months that cannon did not
describe in his journal in transcribing the
work the editor has held to the highest
level of editorial standards ensuring the
volumes continued use as a primary source
for future researchers the books
bows explanatory text and descriptive footnotes connect the mormon experience on the trail
to california with that of other americans traveling west to find their fortunes
in addition to providing the text of the
journal the book is illustrated with photographs of major points of interest along
the trail and with portraits of many of
cannons traveling companions five modern maps and five period maps provide a
visual description of the trail more than
two dozen photographs of historical
documents related to the california journey have been included as well the only
glaring omission from the ancillary materials is a map showing the entire journey
from salt lake city to california As it
now stands readers can get the full picture
only by piecing together the various maps
of smaller geographical areas for readers
who might want to retrace cannon s
footsteps a geographical register provides
a day by day rendering of the journey in
modern terms including highways and
other landmarks the editor has helpfully
compiled a biographical register containing information on the members of cannons company and the people they met
along the way landon offers readers a
particular service by juxtaposing canodthe
of the journey with a
nons journal version ofthe
recollection of the trip that he published
twenty years later in a series of articles for
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the juvenile instructor lengthy excerpts
from this 1869 account appear in the footnotes and provide details omitted from
the original account showing that in the
intervening years cannon had developed
a new perspective on the meaning of certain events reading the two together
provides a unique vantage point to understand the processes of memory and the
historical narrative
construction of ofhistorical
when published in full the journals
of george Q cannon will make a significant contribution to the study of both
mormon history and the history of the
american west in the nineteenth century
this volume stands as the harbinger of
wonderful things to come from the continued publication of cannons journals
richard lan
ian kimball

the temple in time and

eternity edited

by donald W parry and stephen D ricks
FARMS 1999

heaven
the gate of
ofheaven

insights on the doctrines and symbols of the temple by

matthew B brown covenant communications 1999
even though there is no substitute for
experiencing selfless spiritual service of
the highest order receiving personal revelation and basking in the refulgent atmosphere of the house of the lord the
scriptures and other writings about the
temple can prepare our hearts and minds
so that we are more able to take full
advantage of this sacred work two
recently published books will take you
out of the world and into more spiritual
realms and could be recommended by
any temple president to his patrons
the temple in time and eternity follows temples ofthe
odthe
of the ancient world ritual
and symbolism 1994 while the earlier
volume contains twenty four essays on
past and present temples this second
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volume comprises eleven articles in three
sections temples and ritual temples
in the israelite tradition and temples in the non israelite tradition the
lead essay hugh nibley s abrahams
temple drama is based on a very popular presentation given april 6 1999 at
brigham young university the final two
essays the great mosque and its kaba
as an islamic temple complex in light of

lundquists
Lundquis
ts typology of ancient near
eastern temples by gaye strathearn
and brian M hauglid and inside a
sumerian temple the ekishnugal at ur
by E jan wilson are two unprecedented
but excellent forays into temple topics
that are not usually associated with LDS
temple literature
while matthew brown s 1997 book on
temples symbols in stone looks at symbols of the kirtland nauvoo and salt
lake temples as well as the plans for the
temple at new jerusalem the gate of
heaven offers insights into symbols and
doctrines throughout the ages there are
eight chapters including the tabernacle
of jehovah
the temple on mount
zion and early christians and the
house of the lord as well as an appendix that elucidates the history of freemasonry brown s book is full of surprises
including an illustration taken from an
early christian catacomb painting that
depicts a saint being introduced into
paradise by the parting of a curtain 189
although the gate of heaven will
probably be easier to understand for most
latter day saints 1I would not call it any
less scholarly than the temple in time
and eternity both have the power and
insight to inspire motivate and stir the
soul not only to attend the temple more
often but to better appreciate its blessings
and ordinances these books encourage
us to feel set apart from the world
enhancing our lives with a sense of the
sacred and holy

gary P gillum
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understanding isaiah by donald W
parry jay A parry and tina M peterson
deseret book 1998
of this recent isaiah commen
orthis
the title ofthis
bommen
tary is inviting who does not long to
understand isaiah the opening words of
the introduction describe the predica
fredica
know that we have
ment most of us knob
been commanded to diligently search the
words of isaiah and most of us agree that
that is a hard thing to do 1i the authors
offer tools and suggestions to ease the task
the first time reader of isaiah the seasoned scholar and all students in between
will find aid and comfort here as they seek
to understand isaiah
the format of the book is particularly
helpful and user friendly how to utilize
this format is explained in the first six
pages of the 659 page volume A chapter
in the book corresponds to each chapter in
isaiah each chapter begins with a focus
paragraph or two to help readers in likening isaiah unto ourselves by relating
themes of particular chapters to specific
challenges people face today this
approach welcomes the reader into the
chapter with some notion of its content
of course the notion is the authors intertation but this is the stuff of which
pretation
pre
isaiahs
commentaries are made Isaia
isaials
hs poetry is
so heavily symbolic that authors have
difficulty standing back and allowing
readers conjure their own images allowing the metaphor speak to each individual
on a personal level the temptation to
simplify is always present especially when
there are so many levels of meaning to
be plumbed defining one may close the
door to others waiting in the wings the isaiah text is printed in hebrew poetic form
short poetic lines enable the reader to disce
cern the symbolic parallelism that is
obscured when the text is printed in prose
as it is in our king james bible
the book also provides several short
appendices one of which lists quotes and
paraphrases of isaiah found in the book of
mormon and another providing a brief
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discussion of Isaia
isaiahs
isaials
hs poetry and hebrew
poetic form unfortunately this latter
appendix is insufficient for serious students also sprinkled throughout are
quotes from modern LDS leaders most of
these references help the reader with
present day applications but not with
textual analysis these comments by
modern pastoral shepherds liken isaiahs
Isaiahs
isaials
rich messianic vision to our time
the expressed goal of the authors to
give the reader tools to overcome difficulty
in understanding isaiah is best met in the
historical notes and linguistic help in
defining hebrew words and phrases gathering this material and placing it in close
proximity to the verses themselves has
done all students of isaiah a great service
the authors purpose was not to produce
a book that should be read from cover to
cover but rather to create one to be used
more as a reference tool it meets this
purpose admirably

ann N madsen

C S lewis

the man and his

message

edited by andrew C skinner and robert L
millet bookcraft 1999
C 5 lewis the man and his message
presents eleven of the fourteen addresses
given at the december 1998 brigham
young university conference commemorating the hundredth anniversary of C S
lewiss birth these strong and diverse
essays are valuable for both newcomers
and confirmed lewis enthusiasts
the point of the man and his message
is explicitly not to canonize C S lewis

but to appreciate him

and the
contorting him
4 they spend
lewiss thought
the connections
157

authors carefully avoid
into a latter day saint
little time comparing
and LDS doctrine yet
between lewis and the restored gospel are
constantly implied and several essayists
argue that lewis despite his lack of
prophetic authority can serve latter day
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saints as a source of insight and as an
example of christian discipleship
Maxwells essay sets
maxwells
elder neal A maxwelll
the tone of the volume by emphasizing
that lewiss value for latter day saints
lies in his christian discipleship rather
than in his doctrinal writings several contributors
tors take a similar approach terrtribu
ance D olson examines self deception
and its impact on family brent L top
movingly discusses affliction andrew C
skinner writes on temptation and
daniel K judd powerfully addresses the
predicament of self love and the way by
offering ourselves to christ we can
become our true selves also relevant to
daily discipleship but set in a firm doctori
doctri
nal context is robert L millets masterful
essay on the transformation of human
nature millet comments on passages
from lewis about the need for personal
change and the hope christ offers us of
becoming like him
other essays cover less familiar ground
such as john S tanners brilliant essay
comparing lewiss and milton s depiction
of the psychology of temptation and
paul E kerrys
jerrys discussion of lewis s
important but relatively unfamiliar writings from the 193os
1930s another unusual and
alifes discusstimulating essay is brent D slifes
lewiss move from viewing truth as
sion of oflewiss
abstract and passive to viewing it as personal concrete and active as embodied
in jesus christ
understandably the book pays little
attention to lewis as a literary critic
scholar or imaginative writer though
some of his fiction is discussed the essays
contain only brief references to the
chronicles of
Narnia and none at all to till
ofnarnia
ofnamia
we have faces which lewis considered
his best work of fiction and which has
profound relevance to his thought on disciple
cipleship
ship and personal transformation
most quoted and referred to are lewiss
autobiographical and theological works
and those imaginative works such as
screwtape
Screw tape letters and the great divorce
that are most transparently theological
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despite a few errors comic
coic sadist
on page 165 should read cosmic sadist
george macdonald whom lewis never
met is described as lewiss old friend
and mentor
and ransom a
132
philologist in lewiss science fiction trilogy is called a scientist 43
the essays
generally display a solid understanding of
lewiss life and thought at their best
they give penetrating expression to lewiss
central ideas and introduce readers to
new and stimulating avenues of exploration even more importantly by connecting his insights with the daily
realities of gospel living the book presents lewis as a source of encouragement
and practical help
bruce W young
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